FILLING LINE SOLUTIONS

Cam Follower Wheels

BENEFITS

- Provides longer life than OEM product (up to 8 times in some instances)
- Competitive price point
- Can be produced in several materials to fit your specific application requirements
- Can be produced in any size to fit the machine
- Drop-in replacement for current wheels on many types of machines including: Sidel, Krones, Federal, Linker, and Meyer. Consult PHD’s PPC Product Group for specific machines.
- Can be designed for cappers, fillers, etc.
- Global availability and support

APPLICATION

On rotary machines, cams are used to drive containers, fill heads, and capping heads into position. Cam follower wheels roll on the cams to actuate the different processes. These wheels can be made of various plastics. PHD will provide these wheels in an engineered plastic for longer life.